
Instant Natural Infusion  
For Water, Beer & Cocktails

FOR HEALTHY LIFESTYLES



The Splash Story
The Splash Infuser™ was designed to excite the taste buds like  
no other drop-in infuser on the market.

Most drop-in infusers just hold the fruit and herbs which do not  
allow the fruit and herb’s burst of flavor to totally infuse your 
water. We’ve solved this problem with an innovative and patented 
muddler system that crushes the fruit and herbs and contains the 
juice and mashed material within the infuser so that the mulled fruit 
and herb can be splashed and swirled into your beverage.

The Spash Infuser™ is very versatile. Some infusers limit their 
usage to one specific container. Not so with the Splash Infuser™.  
It can be used with a large assortment of drink containers.  
(Sports bottles, cups, glasses, thermos bottles, pitchers, etc.) 

We all know the importance of staying hydrated, although  
many of us consistently reject water as an option. The Splash  
Infuser™ was designed to motivate you to invigorate your  
beverage with tasty ingredients! Cut out the unnecessary  
calories and sugar and start giving your body the essential  
elements it needs!

Get a Splash Infuser™ today and invigorate your water,  
beer and cocktails!



How  
does it  
work?

Insert Fresh  
Ingredients

The Splash has a  
2-part design, a  
bottom infusion  
container and a  
top muddler lid.  

Simply drop your  
ingredients in.

Insert Chop 
Blades

Firmly press  
muddler lid into  
bottom base.

Twist &  
Muddle

Simply twist to  
release the  

natural flavors!

Drop In To  
Favorite Drinking 

Container

Drop the Splash  
into your favorite  
drinking container  
upside down or  

right side up!

Stir &  
Enjoy!

Stir with a straw,  
or shake if it’s in  

a bottle and  
enjoy!



Summer  
Chill-Out

Water 
Raspberries 
Lime Wedge 
Thyme Sprigs

Tequila  
Mockingbird

Tequila & Water 
Jalapeno Slices 
Lime Wedges 

Pineapple Cube 
Mint Leaves

Wheat n’  
Berry

Wheat beer 
Orange Wedges 

Blueberries 
Basil Leaves

Water  
Recipes

Cocktail  
RecipesThe Benefits 

of Drinking 
Water

Beer  
Recipes

Increases energy and 
relieves fatigue

Suppresses your  
appetite

Strengthens the  
immune system

Safely reduces  
weight

Flushes toxins  
out of your body

Aids in digestion

Keeps your skin 
healthy

Saves you money  
on expensive  
beverages

Relieves headaches 
and body pain

Check out all our tasty and refreshing recipes at
www.SplashInfuser.com



 Made from food safe materials that meet 
all global food and safety standards.

 Diswasher Safe
 Fits most kids and adult drinking cups and 

waterbottles.
 Durable and long lasting.

 Stays at the bottom of the container  
when upright and splashes the liquid  
while drinking. 

 Pegs easily in any store situation and great 
for impulse, kitchenware and drinkware 
departments and checklanes.

3Comes in  
 attractive  

colors

Eco Green
Concord Grape

Ocean Blue

www.SplashInfuser.com

BPA FREE MADE IN USA REDUCE & REUSE

ASK ABOUT OUR ATTRACTIVE POINT OF 
SALES COUNTER DISPLAY!
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